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Abstract—Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transduc-
ers (CMUTs) are usually composed of large arrays of closely 
packed cells. In this work, we use an equivalent circuit model 
to analyze CMUT arrays with multiple cells. We study the 
effects of mutual acoustic interactions through the immersion 
medium caused by the pressure field generated by each cell 
acting upon the others. To do this, all the cells in the array are 
coupled through a radiation impedance matrix at their acous-
tic terminals. An accurate approximation for the mutual radia-
tion impedance is defined between two circular cells, which can 
be used in large arrays to reduce computational complexity. 
Hence, a performance analysis of CMUT arrays can be ac-
curately done with a circuit simulator. By using the proposed 
model, one can very rapidly obtain the linear frequency and 
nonlinear transient responses of arrays with an arbitrary num-
ber of CMUT cells. We performed several finite element meth-
od (FEM) simulations for arrays with small numbers of cells 
and showed that the results are very similar to those obtained 
by the equivalent circuit model.
I. Introduction
The primary purpose of transducer arrays used in many ultrasound applications is to radiate powerful, 
beamformed acoustic signals. The acoustic crosstalk that 
occurs between the closely packed cells of capacitive mi-
cromachined ultrasonic transducer (cMUT) arrays is con-
sidered important, because it impairs both beamforming 
and powerful radiation. The effect of crosstalk had been 
assessed extensively by experiments and measurements. It 
is hypothesized that the crosstalk is caused by either of 
two phenomena. one phenomenon is the waves propagat-
ing in the silicon substrate [1]–[3]. The other phenomenon 
is a result of the acoustic interactions that occur when the 
sound pressure fields of the transducers exert force on each 
other through the immersion medium. This phenomenon 
has been recognized in sonar transducer arrays for many 
decades, and its significant effects on array performance 
have been studied by means of the mutual radiation im-
pedance between the transducers [4]–[6]. In this work, we 
are concerned only with the second crosstalk mechanism, 
which has an evident effect on cMUT arrays [7]–[10], and 
ignore the first one.
cMUT membranes have low mechanical impedance, 
which makes them inherently suitable for immersion ap-
plications. With this major advantage, cMUTs are ca-
pable of transmitting and receiving wideband acoustic 
signals. on the other hand, a low mechanical impedance 
means low quality factor (q) of mechanical resonance. It 
brings with it severe effects resulting from mutual acous-
tic interactions, which are manifested in the operational 
bandwidth of the transducer [8], [9], [11]. as is the case 
for other electromechanical transducer types, this draw-
back can cause degradation in acoustic power radiation 
[12]–[14], distortion in sound beam patterns [4] and some-
times even failure of the electronic amplifiers that drive 
the transducers [15].
surface micromachining technology has made possible 
batch fabrication of large cMUT arrays, offering the op-
portunity to integrate driving electronics. depending on 
the precision of the manufacturing process, array design-
ers may be presented with a great number of different 
configurations to attempt. However, the lack of appropri-
ate design and analysis tools prevents investigation of the 
mutual acoustic coupling effects occurring in large arrays.
Finite element method (FEM) tools are widely used 
in the analysis of acoustic transducers. although its pre-
dictions are very accurate, the analysis process is very 
time consuming and thus generally impractical to use 
for design purposes. It is not feasible to analyze large ar-
rays without making some simplifying assumptions in the 
FEM model. There exist reduced FEM models that are 
used to simulate long 1-d cMUT arrays [1], [11], [16], 
[17]. In these models, the array structure is assumed to 
be infinitely long, so that only a single periodic portion is 
modeled to be electrically driven in phase with the rest of 
the cells. However, these simple reduced FEM models are 
not exact, and the important effects of acoustic interac-
tions cannot be accurately investigated [11]. Therefore, 
FEM is not suitable for use in designing cMUT arrays, 
although it can be employed to verify a particular design 
with a small number of cells.
It is common to use Mason’s linear electrical equivalent 
circuit when analyzing single as well as multiple cMUT 
cells. once the self- and mutual-radiation impedances of 
the cells are known and taken into account, an equivalent 
circuit for an immersed cMUT array can be built [8], [9], 
[18]. However, the predictions of this equivalent model are 
not satisfactory [8], [19].
recently, we developed an accurate nonlinear equiv-
alent circuit model for cMUT cells in immersion with 
partial or full electrodes [19]. The model is valid in the 
presence of any static external force and can be applied 
in either transmit or receive modes as long as the mem-
brane does not touch the substrate. In this paper, we use 
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this model as a building block for cMUT arrays. The 
equivalent circuit including all cells in the array is coupled 
at their acoustic terminals through an impedance matrix. 
The matrix contains the self-radiation impedance of each 
cell and the mutual radiation impedance between every 
pair of cells. We present an accurate and easy-to-compute 
approximation for the mutual radiation impedance de-
rived by Porter [20]. The approximate expression can be 
applied to large arrays. Employing the proposed model, 
we discuss some aspects of mutual acoustic interactions 
in cMUT cell clusters and elements. Where possible, we 
perform FEM simulations and show that the results ob-
tained by the equivalent circuit model and FEM are very 
consistent.
II. an approximation for the Mutual radiation 
Impedance Between cMUTs
cMUT array elements consist of multiple cells, which 
are usually closely packed and electrically driven in paral-
lel. a generic cMUT array is shown in Fig. 1, where a is 
the radius of the cells, dij is the center-to-center separation 
between any two cells, and M and K denote the number of 
cells in the rows and columns. The total radiation imped-
ance of the ith cell is defined as
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where N = MK is the number of cells, Zii is the self-
radiation impedance of the ith cell when it is located on 
an infinite rigid plane baffle, vi and vj are the reference 
velocities for the ith and jth cells, and Zij is the mutual 
radiation impedance between them [15]. For a given pair 
of cells, the value of Zij depends only on the radius of each 
cell and the separation between them normalized with the 
wavelength in the immersion medium.
The acoustic force at the radiation interface of each cell 
can be interpreted in matrix form with
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where Fi and vi represent the rms force and the rms veloc-
ity of the individual cells, respectively. The square matrix, 
Z = [Zij], is the impedance matrix. If all the transducers 
in the array are identical, the self-radiation impedance 
is the same for all of them. according to the acoustical 
reciprocity theorem, Zji = Zij, so that Z is a complex sym-
metric matrix.
Porter studied the self- and mutual-radiation imped-
ances of flexural disks with different boundary conditions, 
located on an infinite rigid plane baffle [20]. Infinite series 
expressions for the real and imaginary parts of the mutual 
radiation impedance, Z12, between two clamped radiators 
are given in [20, Eqs. 44 and 46].1 For ka = 1, Fig. 2 
shows the variation of Z12 as a function of kd, where k is 
the wavenumber in the immersion medium and d is the 
center-to-center distance between the two circular radia-
tors. In this work, the impedance values are referred to the 
spatial rms velocity of the radiator [19]. These values are 
5/9 times the values obtained by Porter [20], where the 
average velocity rather than rms velocity is chosen as the 
reference velocity.
Z12 is an inseparable expression of ka and kd. By its 
nature, it is a slowly decaying function of kd [20]. This 
implies that for a large cMUT array, the combined inter-
actions from distant cells may become highly effective on 
the acoustic load impedance experienced by each cell. For 
this reason, the mutual radiation impedance between all 
pairs of cells needs to be taken into account, which may 
introduce a huge Z matrix to compute.
If we carefully analyze the real and imaginary parts of 
Z12, we see that both decays proportionally with kd and 
the phase difference between them is always nearly 90°. 
Fig. 1. configuration of a rectangular array of cMUT cells, where the 
center-to-center displacement between the ith and jth cell is denoted.
Fig. 2. Mutual radiation resistance, R12, and reactance, X12, between two 
clamped circular radiators normalized to ρcS when ka = 1. ρ and c are 
the density and velocity, respectively, of sound in the immersion medium, 
and S = πa2 is the surface area of each radiator. The impedance values 
are referred to spatial rms velocity. 
1 The factor 1/i is missing on the right-hand side of Eq. 46 in [20].
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This convinces us to obtain an accurate approximation of 
the following form:
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where A(ka) is found by curve fitting and it is a com-
plex function as depicted in Fig. 3. To obtain the real 
and imaginary parts of A(ka), tenth-order polynomials are 
used, the coefficients of which are given in the appendix. 
When ka ≪ 1 and ka ≪ kd, A(ka) = (5/9)(ka)2/2 [20]. 
To calculate Zij in (2), d in (3) must be replaced with the 
corresponding dij.
With (3), the dependence of Z12 on ka and kd is now 
separated. For ka > 5.5, this approximation is not cor-
rect, because in the vicinity of ka = 2π the decay of Z12 is 
not simply proportional to kd. However, beyond this limit 
the values of Z12 are very small compared with the self-
radiation resistance and can be ignored.2
III. an Equivalent circuit for cMUT arrays
a cMUT array can be built by combining several of 
the equivalent circuits developed in [19], through the ap-
propriate Z matrix, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. The equiv-
alent circuit model and the mutual radiation impedance 
described in section II are consistent, because both are 
obtained for circular disks with a clamped edge. There 
are two important, albeit ordinary assumptions for this 
model. First, the array is located on an infinite, rigid plane 
baffle, so that acoustic radiation takes place in the semi-
infinite fluid domain [20]. second, higher order modes of 
the cells in the array are assumed not to be excited in the 
frequency region of interest [14].
IV. acoustic Interactions Between closely 
Packed cMUT cells
In this section, we study the impact of acoustic interac-
tions in different cMUT array elements when all of the 
cells are biased and driven in parallel with a 1 V peak 
ac voltage. The cells are closely packed, with the edge-
to-edge separation between them being a/10. a commer-
cial circuit simulator (advanced design system, agilent 
Technologies, Palo alto, ca) is used to obtain the linear 
and nonlinear responses of the equivalent circuit model 
of cMUT elements with arbitrary number of cells. The 
effects of cell apertures and their relative locations in the 
elements are examined. The results are compared with 
3-d FEM results (ansys, ansys Inc., canonsburg, Pa) 
and shown to be similar to the equivalent model predic-
tions. The circuit simulations are completed within a few 
seconds, whereas FEM simulations take a few hours.
A. Effects of Cell Aperture and Location
Three cMUT cells with different radii and thicknesses 
that resonate at around 3.5 MHz in water are considered. 
They are designated cMUTs I, II, and III, with a  λ/4, 
λ/8, and λ/16, respectively, where λ is the wavelength in 
water at 3.5 MHz. The physical properties of these 
cMUTs and the dc bias voltages applied to them are giv-
en in Table I. notice that cells with larger radii have thick-
er membranes, resulting in the same resonance frequency.
We investigate the effects of mutual interactions be-
tween the cells for 2-cell, 3-cell, and 4-cell elements (Fig. 
5). note that for 2-cell and 3-cell elements, cell locations 
are symmetric. Thus, there are two different values in the 
Z matrix: the self-radiation impedance, Z11, and the mu-
tual radiation impedance, Z12. For the 4-cell case, there 
is another term, Z14, because of the dissimilar distance 
between the diagonal cells.
Equivalent circuit simulations are done for cMUTs I, 
II, and III to observe the effects of cell radius on the mu-
tual acoustic coupling that takes place in each particular 
cell configuration. The total electrical conductances, G, of 
the parallel connected cells for all cases are plotted in Fig. 
Fig. 3. The real and imaginary parts of the ka-dependent term, A(ka), 
of the approximate mutual radiation impedance expression given in (3) 
for ka < 5.5. 
Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit representation of an array of N cMUTs. Fb is 
the static external force, such as that caused by atmospheric pressure. fI 
is the dynamic external force, such as that caused by an incident acoustic 
signal. For thick membranes with a/tm < 10, a correction for the mem-
brane compliance, Cm [24], is used.
2 For example, at ka = 2π, when kd = 4π, R12/ρcS = 4.32 × 10−4, but 
when kd = 16π, it decays rapidly and the oscillation amplitude of R12/
ρcS becomes approximately 7 × 10−6.
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6. In each graph, the values for a single cell placed on an 
infinite rigid baffle are also given for reference. according 
to the results, each type of cMUT appears to be influ-
enced by the mutual interactions, but in a different man-
ner. calculated for a  λ/4, Fig. 6(a) shows that there is 
a noticeable shift in the resonance frequency to higher 
values as the number of cells increases. Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 
6(c) show that there is a frequency shift to lower values.
There is a prominent effect of mutual acoustic coupling 
for the 4-cell configuration. For a  λ/8 and λ/16, conduc-
tance curves indicate the presence of spurious resonances. 
It is clear that these resonances are caused by the acoustic 
coupling of cells through the medium and this phenome-
non is accurately modeled by using the mutual imped-
ances. note that the same effect also exists for a  λ/4, 
but is quite subtle. To further investigate this anomaly, we 
observed the magnitude of the peak displacement, xp, of 
the cells. The results with respect to frequency are shown 
in Fig. 7. The behavior of the cells in the same row is sub-
stantially different regardless of the cell apertures, because 
they experience different acoustic loads from the immer-
sion medium. However, the results indicate that this reso-
nance effect is more pronounced when the cell radius is 
small.
B. 6-Cell and 7-Cell Elements
In this section, hexagonally arranged cMUT array ele-
ments are discussed. The geometries of two elements with 
six and seven cells are shown in Fig. 8. The total radia-
tion impedance experienced by the cell in the middle of 
the 7-cell element will not be the same as that for those 
located at the sides. The effect of this difference on ele-
ment behavior is explored for different cell radii (cMUTs 
I, II, and III).
The electrical conductances of each array, where all the 
cells are biased and driven electrically in parallel, are plot-
ted in the graphs in the upper row of Fig. 9, for different 
cell radii. It is seen that the presence of the center cell 
significantly alters the conductance, and its effect becomes 
TaBlE I. dimensions and Bias Voltages of the cMUT cells Used in the simulations. 
Parameter
cMUT I 
(a  λ/4)
cMUT II 
(a  λ/8)
cMUT III 
(a  λ/16)
Membrane radius, a (μm) 104 53 26.9
Membrane thickness, tm (μm) 13 4.3 1.3
Gap height, tga (nm) 150 200 270
young’s modulus, Y0 (GPa) 320 320 320
density, ρ (g/cm3) 3.27 3.27 3.27
Poisson’s ratio, σ 0.263 0.263 0.263
Insulator thickness, ti (nm) 100 100 100
Insulator permittivity, εr 4 4 4
collapse voltage, Vc (V) 90 97 100
Bias voltage, Vdc 0.5Vc 0.7Vc 0.7Vc
λ is the wavelength in water at 3.5 MHz.
Fig. 5. configuration of cMUT array elements with (a) two, (b) three, 
and (c) four closely packed cells, located on an infinite rigid baffle.
Fig. 6. The electrical conductance of a single cell and 2-cell, 3-cell, and 
4-cell cases using cMUTs (a) I, (b) II, and (c) III for each cell. The cells 
are located on an infinite rigid plane baffle and they are immersed in 
water. 
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quite dramatic as the aperture size decreases. The remain-
ing graphs of Fig. 9 depict the magnitude and phase of the 
peak displacement of each cell. The anomalies in the con-
ductance values are more clear when the displacements of 
the center cell and the edge cells differ the most. note that 
for a  λ/4, the displacement of the center cell decreases 
at around 3 MHz. around this frequency, the responses of 
the 6-cell and 7-cell elements are very similar, as indicated 
by their conductances. This is because the center cell of 
the 7-cell element acts virtually as a rigid plane, which is 
indeed the case for the 6-cell array. But for a  λ/16, the 
cells at the edges of the 7-cell element do not vibrate ef-
fectively at around 3.7 MHz. However, for a  λ/8, nei-
ther the peak displacement of the center cell nor that of 
the edge cells vanishes at the given frequency range.
It may be suspected that an introduction of loss in the 
electrical side may kill the spurious resonances. But, that 
did not occur. For example, excitation of the cells by a 
50-Ω resistive source or addition of a 0.1-Ω resistance in 
series with each cell did not make a significant difference 
in the results.
V. 1-d cMUT array Element
ordinarily, a 1-d cMUT array element has a length 
between L = 10λ to 20λ and a width of W = λ/2, at the 
center frequency. It may contain 2 to 8 side-by-side cells in 
the width and, hence, may involve hundreds of cells in the 
whole array. It is impractical to build and simulate such 
an array with FEM. Therefore, reduced FEM models are 
usually utilized, in which 1-d cMUT array elements are 
assumed to be infinitely long [1], [16], [17]. In a reduced 
FEM model, only the smallest periodic portion of the ele-
ment is modeled and the obtained results are assumed to 
be identical throughout the entire element. This method 
is misleading, because the mutual coupling effects for the 
infinitely long and finite elements are not the same [11]. 
In [21], we analyzed two λ/2-width array elements using 
cMUT II cells, one with L = 10λ and the other L = 20λ, 
and observed that the frequency response of the cells differ 
significantly compared with the FEM analysis performed 
with this assumption.
A. Frequency Response Under Linear Conditions
We modeled two elements with cMUT I and cMUT 
III cells with L = 10λ and W = λ/2 at 3.5 MHz in water. 
The cells in the elements are placed in the same configura-
tion given in Fig. 1, where for the one built with cMUT I 
cells, M = 22 and K = 1 and for the one built with cMUT 
III cells, M = 88 and K = 4. The edge-to-edge separation 
between each pair of cells is a/10.
These elements are analyzed by the equivalent circuit 
model and the total electrical conductance, G, of each are 
as shown in Fig. 10 and in Fig. 11(a), respectively. It is 
important to note that the displacements obtained by the 
circuit model are different for each cell. This effect is very 
significant within the element built of cMUT III cells, 
for which many spurious modes are detected, as shown in 
Fig. 11(a).
The pressure field produced by N cells that are located 
on an infinite rigid plane baffle is
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Fig. 7. The magnitude of the peak displacement of the cells in the first 
row of the 4-cell element using cMUTs (a) I, (b) II, and (c) III for each 
cell. The cells are located on an infinite rigid plane baffle and they are 
immersed in water. 
Fig. 8. (a) 6-cell and (b) 7-cell hexagonal cMUT array element 
geometries. 
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where D(θ ) = 48J3(ka sin (θ ))/(ka sin (θ ))3 is the ampli-
tude directivity function of the clamped edge radiator [20], 
UAi is the average velocity phasor at the surface of the ith 
cell, and ri is the radial distance of the ith cell to the ob-
servation point in the medium.
Fig. 11(b) depicts the far-field radiation patterns and 
the transmitting voltage responses (TVrs) at 2.96 and 
3 MHz are given for the 10λ-long element built using 
cMUT III cells. at these frequencies, the corresponding 
displacement profiles of the element are given in Fig. 11(c) 
and Fig. 11(d), where two different mode shapes can be 
observed. at each frequency, both the magnitude and the 
phase of the cells are significantly different. The conduc-
tance variation in Fig. 11(a) indicates the existence of a 
spurious mode at 3 MHz, whereas 2.96 MHz corresponds 
to a frequency point between two spurious modes. This 
behavior enhances the displacement amplitudes of the 
cells at 3 MHz, but reduces the main lobe of the radiation 
pattern while increasing the side lobe levels, with respect 
to 2.96 MHz.
For the 10λ-long element, the clarity of the spurious 
modes becomes less pronounced as the cell radii increase. 
Many spurious modes still exist when the elements consist 
of cMUT II (a  λ/8) cells [21]. However, with cMUT I 
(a  λ/4) cells with thicker membranes, the cell displace-
ments are fairly uniform in the frequency band. Fig. 10 
depicts the conductance of this element, which is free of 
any spurious mode.
B. Transient Response
By using the equivalent circuit model, the transient 
responses of 10λ-long elements are analyzed when they are 
excited by a square voltage pulse with 100 ns duration. 
The rise and fall times of the pulse are 10 ns. The analyses 
done here are for the elements built using cMUT I and III 
cells, but in [21], the same analysis was also carried out for 
an element consisting of cMUT II cells.
Fig. 9. The total electrical conductance of 6-cell and 7-cell hexagonal elements, and the amplitude and phase of the peak displacement, xp, of each 
cell in the elements built using cMUT I, II, and III cells. The cells are located on an infinite rigid plane baffle and they are immersed in water. 
Fig. 10. The total electrical conductance of the 1-d cMUT array ele-
ment, which consists of cMUT I cells, with M = 22 and K = 1 (L = 10λ 
and W = λ/2).
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For the cMUT I and cMUT III cells, the voltage is ini-
tially kept at 45 V and 70 V, and then increased to 65 V 
and 90 V within the pulse duration, respectively. Figs. 
12(a) and 13(a) show the time domain pressure pulses 
generated 1 mm away from the center of the elements. 
The frequency spectrum of these pressure pulses are given 
in Figs. 12(b) and 13(b). note the presence of oscilla-
tions in Fig. 13(a), centered around 3.4 MHz, long after 
the pulse is applied. These are due to the existence of 
the spurious modes observed for the element built using 
cMUT III cells. The simulations show the existence of 
spurious modes clearly. They cause oscillations in the im-
pulse response. although it causes a little reduction in the 
amplitude of the focused beam, it results in an increase in 
the side lobe amplitude as well as an extension of impulse 
response duration.
VI. conclusions
We developed an equivalent circuit model for cMUT 
arrays, which can be easily employed in circuit simulators. 
We have shown that by using the proposed model, the ef-
fects of the mutual acoustic interactions can be analyzed 
very rapidly with an accuracy comparable to FEM. We 
provided an approximate expression for the mutual ra-
diation impedance, which indicates its separability as a 
function of ka and kd. We referred different array configu-
rations and compared them for three different cell radii. 
The examples show that the design of a single cell and the 
Fig. 11. (a) The total electrical conductance of the 1-d cMUT array element, which consists of cMUT III cells, with M = 88 and K = 4 (L = 10λ 
and W = λ/2). (b) Far-field radiation patterns of the element at 2.96 and 3 MHz, where (c)  and (d)  show the corresponding displacement 
profiles, respectively. 
Fig. 12. (a) The pressure pulse generated at 1 mm away from the center 
of the 10λ-long element that is built of cMUT I cells, and (b) its spec-
trum. The element is located on an infinite rigid plane baffle and it is 
excited by a square voltage pulse with 0.1 μs duration.
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design of an array cannot be considered separately. How-
ever, one can utilize the equivalent circuit model to design 
and optimize cMUT arrays.
The model lends itself readily to theoretical circuit 
analysis [22]. The electrical termination of the cells can 
easily be incorporated to examine its effect on the array 
performance. also, the acoustic termination on nonradi-
ating side of the cell, the backing, can be easily included 
as an appropriate impedance across the controlled force 
source, fi, in the model. as future work, we plan to inves-
tigate the effect of mechanical q of the cells on crosstalk, 
as well as the effects of acoustic backing and different elec-
trical terminations, both theoretically and by simulation.
The employed circuit simulator must be capable of us-
ing frequency domain impedance data. our circuit simula-
tor can handle arrays with up to about ten thousand cells 
reasonably well. The number of cells in arrays realized by 
current design approaches can be quite high. For example, 
the linear array reported in [23] has more than 121 000 
cells in 192 elements. To analyze or design such an array, 
the model must be solved with a circuit simulator capable 
of handling very large circuits.
appendix
The function A(ka) can be calculated with the tenth-
order polynomial,
 Aka p ka
n
n
n( ) =
=0
10
∑ ( ) , (5)
where the real and imaginary parts of its complex coef-
ficients are given in Table II.
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